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Abstract. Wikis are popular tools for creation and sharing of content.
Integrated reputation systems allow to assess expertise and reliability
of authors and thus to support trust in the wiki content. Yet, results
from our empirical study indicate that the disclosure of user reputa-
tion evokes privacy issues. As a solution for this conflict between the
need to evaluate trustworthiness of users and protecting their privacy,
we present a privacy-respecting reputation system for wikis that we re-
alized as OpenSource-Extension for the wiki software MediaWiki.
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1 Introduction

A wiki gives users the possibility to create a common information basis. Tech-
nically it is implemented as a collection of HTML pages, usually called wiki
articles, that are generated, modified, and reviewed by wiki users. A very popu-
lar example is the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia. In January 2011, Wikipedia
was available in 276 languages or dialects, among which English (more than 3.5
million articles and more than 13 million registered users) was the largest one.1

This means, Wikipedia covers more articles than the famous and still in print
available Encyclopaedia Britannica (about 65 thousand articles).

Wikis enable every user to contribute to the content with only her web
browser. This leads to the drawback that it becomes difficult for readers to assess
quality of content, and/or expertise of authors respectively. Wikis are aware of
this problem and give users the possibility not only to change others’ articles but
to tag an article, e.g., with a number of stars and/or adding a written comment.
Examples for MediaWiki – the software used to implement Wikipedia – are the
extensions ReaderFeedback, Rating or Discussion.2 This helps other readers to
decide on how much they trust in the article.

Furthermore, the background of the users who create and also of those who
rate an article are important. Here reputation systems common for other Internet
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About
2 These extensions are available from http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension.
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applications, e.g., electronic marketplaces like eBay3 can be used to help wiki
users to build up a reputation about their expertise, that they can use as authors
and raters of articles. Having a user’s reputation publicly available helps others
to assess the trustworthiness of this user. However, this reputation is an aggre-
gate of the user’s personal properties/expertise/knowledge and conveys personal
data, which means that privacy concerns may evoke and should be addressed. In
this paper - after discussing background and related work on privacy-respecting
reputation systems in Section 2 - we present an empirical study on users’ pri-
vacy awareness with respect to their reputation in a wiki (Section 3). From the
results of the study and existing work we deduce requirements focused on user
reputation systems for wikis in Section 4. Based on the study and the derived
requirements we propose a reputation system for wikis that allows users to find
a balance between their need for privacy and other users’ need to assess trust-
worthiness. In Section 5 we outline the design and implementation of our user
reputation system for the wiki system MediaWiki and evaluate how it can fulfill
the previously explained requirements in Section 6. The main focus of our work
in contrast to previous work is giving the user the choice to balance his wish for
privacy with the trustworthiness the content he creates has for others.

2 Background and Related Work

In the scenario of a wiki users may take the following roles:

– readers read articles others wrote (possibly with evaluating ratings others
gave to the article),

– authors write articles or contribute to existing ones, and
– raters rate others’ articles (usually after reading them).

In this scenario we want to integrate a user reputation system. Reputation sys-
tems for an interaction system need to provide the following protocols [1]:

1. Centralized communication protocols that allow users to:
– provide ratings about other users,
– obtain reputation of other users from the reputation server.

2. A reputation computation algorithm to derive users’ reputation based on
received ratings, and possibly other information.

Earlier work about reputation systems focuses on the e-commerce scenario that
reflects such an interaction system with buying and selling products, e.g., [2,3,4].
In our scenario where the interactions between users are only implicitly given by
reading/writing content an interesting question is whether

1. users get ratings explicitly from other users or
2. users get ratings implicitly from ratings given to the content they wrote.

3 http://www.ebay.com

http://www.ebay.com
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User reputation and trustworthiness of content alternatively can also be cre-
ated from system-based observations about the users’ behavior. This approach
was the one followed for calculating the reputation of content and users in wikis
recently: Dondio et al. suggested an algorithm to automatically calculate the
overall trustworthiness of a wiki article based on statistical data [5]. Adler and
Alfaro [6] present a system for Wikipedia that computes an editor’s reputation
by observing whether subsequent users preserve the changes that were made.
Recommer Systems are slightly different from Reputation Systems by especially
recommending content to users. A popular technique used to do so is collabora-
tive filtering, this means using the input from other users in determining what is
useful information for a user. The WRS (Wikipedia Recommender System) [7] is
a rating-based personalized recommender system that uses trust metrics to give
not only general information but personalised recommendations by comparing a
user with other users and then calculating a trust profile of their expertise.

It has been studied from the legal perspective that user reputation can be seen
as personal data [8] and should be protected by technical means [9]. This is contra-
dicting to personalising reputation/recommendation data for users by a system.
In [10] a small survey among 13 persons indicated that these participants do not
feel comfortable to publish their real names within online communities and that
half of them regard their reputation as privacy-sensitive data. Besides, there exists
no empirical study on how privacy aware users are about their reputation in the
context of a wiki. The other direction on how much content- and author-related
information actually influences users’ perceived trustworthiness of a Wikipedia ar-
ticle is already studied by [11]. Privacy usually covers three aspects: anonymity of
providing ratings, anonymity of obtaining other users’ reputation, and anonymity
of users who are rated and whose reputation is obtained.

Anonymity services - as suggested in [12] - can only protect the users obtain-
ing reputation. In order to obtain anonymity of users rating and being rated,
it needs to be ensured that many users are indistinguishable by an attacker, so
that they are in large anonymity sets. For anonymity of users who are rated and
whose reputation is obtained, others should not be able to link interactions with
the same user. The possibility of recognizing users by reputation is limited if the
set of possible reputations is limited [13] or if the reputation is only published
as an estimated reputation [14]. Transaction pseudonyms can be used to avoid
linkability between transactions [15,13]. In order to obtain anonymity of raters,
interactions and ratings related to these interactions need to be unlinkable. This
can be reached by a reputation provider who only calculates a new user reputa-
tion after it collected not only one but several ratings [16], or who only publishes
an estimation of the actual reputation [14]. Further, a rater can be anonymous
against the reputation provider by using convertible credentials [10] or electronic
cash [15,17] or involve Trusted Third Parties similarly for separating interactions
and ratings while preventing attacks [18, 19].

But to the best of our knowledge there exists no design and implementation
of a user reputation system that shows the trade-off between trust and privacy
requirements in wikis and allows users to make a decision on which to favor.
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3 User Reputation and the Need for Privacy

In the previous section we pointed out that a user’s reputation is an aggregate
of her personal expertise, skills and reliability based on previous behavior and
thus may be classified as personal data. According to [20], it is important what
is deemed sensitive or personal data in the perception of the individual rather
than if it can be evaluated by third parties (e.g., lawyers, computer specialists).
Considering that individuals often claim to have a huge need for privacy but
behave differently (see also the privacy paradox [21]), we decided to conduct a
larger study with experimental part to learn how users actually treat their own
reputation value compared to other personal data items. In the following we
briefly sketch the design of the study and report key results.

3.1 Study Design

The web-based study consisted of an experiment and a standardized question-
naire. Invitations to participate in the study were posted in forums and blogs
on the Internet and we also distributed flyers in a university library. All partic-
ipants who completed the study were offered the chance to win vouchers for an
online shop. For the experiment, all participants were asked to rate the same ar-
ticles from a wiki about books and literature according to three given categories.
Before participants actually accessed the wiki articles, they did a short litera-
ture quiz. By answering four multiple choice questions about famous writers and
books, they received between zero and four points. These points are considered
as a participant’s reputation. Participants further were asked to indicate name,
age and place of residence. When rating the wiki articles subsequently, each par-
ticipant decides whether her name, age, place of residence, and/or reputation
should be published together with her rating of the wiki article.

Half of the participants were randomly assigned to the experimental group.
Together with each wiki article, privacy-awareness information were displayed
to the experimental group (i.e., information about who can see which data). The
other half of the participants belonged to the control group and did not receive
privacy-awareness information. After finishing this first part of the study, all
participants filled in the questionnaire. In this questionnaire we asked about
perceived privacy in the wiki, experience with wikis, ratings systems and the
Internet in general. We used questions from the applied privacy concerns and
protection scale [22] to investigate general caution, privacy concerns and applied
protection measures. Finally, we asked about demographic data and whether
subjects had given their real name, place of residence and age at the beginning.

We calculated the Perceived Privacy Index (PPX)4 from participants’ answers
to the questions how public, how private, how anonymous and how identifiable
4 The questionnaire contained the questions: “Please indicate to which extent the

following adjectives describe your feelings while using the wiki: 0% (not at all)
— 100 % (very much)?” (originally asked in German). The PPX is composed of
the adjectives “public” (scale inverted), “private”, “anonymous”,“identifiable” (scale
inverted).
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they have felt in the wiki. Each item was measured on a 0 to 100% slider scale.
The higher the PPX value, the more private a participant has felt.

3.2 Results

After excluding data sets from few participants who admitted not to have seri-
ously participated in the study, 186 valid responses were further analyzed.

30% of the participants agreed to publish their real name together with their
rating of a wiki article. The disclosure of their real age was okay for 57%, real
place of residence for 55% and 63% agreed to have their reputation value pub-
lished. This means, for each data item there was a considerable share of partici-
pants who wished to keep this information private. If participants indicated later
in the standardized questionnaire that they did not provide true information in
one of the first three categories, we treated this data item as not disclosed. Since
the reputation value was calculated from answers in the literature quiz, lying
was impossible here.

Further, we used a linear regression model [23] to calculate how the disclo-
sure of these four data items and a few other factors influence user’s perceived
privacy in the wiki. Results are listed in Table 1 and reveal that availability of
privacy-awareness information and application-independent measures, like pri-
vacy concerns, general caution and protection measures, did not play a significant
role for perceived privacy in the wiki. Yet, there are two factors that significantly
decrease perceived privacy: the fact that a user has published her name and the
fact that a user has published her reputation value. While it is not surprising
that a user feels less private after disclosing her real name, we found that also
disclosing the own reputation value has a similar effect on perceived privacy.
According to the results it is to say that the reputation value is deemed an even
more sensitive data than age or place of residence. Further unreported mod-
els show that also including combinations of data items, e.g., age published +
reputation value published, have no additional effect.

In line with findings from the small survey in [10], the results of our empirical
study underline that a user’s reputation (even if only a numerical value) needs
to be treated as personal data item, i.e., the user should have control over the
disclosure of this information. Therefore we will present a privacy-respecting rep-
utation system based on the ideas proposed in [10] but addressing and showing
specifically the trade-off between privacy and trust requirements.

4 Requirements

4.1 Functional Requirements

The goal of a wiki is collecting valid and trustworthy information. The first means
to reach this is editing/changing articles by other (possibly more knowledgeable)
authors. Therefore many articles in Wikipedia have a long changing history.
5 Intercept indicates the basic value of PPX when all predictors are equal to zero.
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Table 1. Regression models for perceived privacy index (n=186)

PPX (dependent var.) estimate std. error p-value

Application-specific predictors
Privacy-awareness inform. available 4.57 12.01 0.704
Name published −46.66 14.49 0.002 ∗∗

Age published −13.54 16.77 0.420
Place of residence published −21.65 16.06 0.179
Reputation value published −39.99 14.04 0.005 ∗∗

Application-independent predictors
General caution 0.22 1.79 0.902
Technical protection −0.47 1.47 0.750
Privacy concerns −1.35 1.10 0.223

Intercept5 288.93 33.47

sign. levels: *** p < 0, 001; ** p < 0, 01; * p < 0, 05

Even information valid at some point in time might change and then the wiki
article needs to be changed. But usually many articles will converge to a version
containing mostly valid information. Using a content rating system with positive
ratings, such acrticles can be marked as such. If the article contains unvalid
information the person detecting this can improve or even remove content.

Incentives to improve content can be given by an additional user reputation sys-
tem. The reputation computation algorithm from the user reputation system uses
the content ratings from the content rating system as input to calculate the repu-
tation of users who wrote this article. Users might even receive a monetary com-
pensation for a good reputation. As for many other examples in our society where
choices are made certificate-based we assume the following requirement to hold:

Positive integers as ratings and reputation: The rating protocol of the
content rating system gets only positive integers as inputs and transfers
it to positive reputation of content. The reputation computation algorithm
of the user reputation system uses the ratings from the articles a user wrote
to calculate her reputation.

Advantages and disadvantages of positive reputation systems depending on the
user population are discussed in [24]. The main impact is that it encourages a
user population of the wiki that creates valid content of high quality. In the
long run all active wiki users would have a maximum reputation value. Low
reputation corresponds to not contributing (in a positive way) to the quality
of the wiki. To help newcomers [25] to start they can bring in certificates from
outside the wiki that are transferred to reputation, e.g., a master in medicine
might result in some initial reputation for a medical wiki.

Possibility of non-zero initial reputation: The reputation computation al-
gorithm should be able to transfer a certificate a user got outside the wiki
to an initial reputation inside the reputation system
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As users have different areas of expertise we assume that wiki, user reputation
system and content rating system agree on areas of expertise all articles, ratings,
and reputations are linked with:

Area-specific reputation: The reputation system allows to set up different
areas of expertise and users can have different reputations in these areas.

We abstract from a concrete classification of areas but refer to [26] for a com-
parison of several approaches. We only assume an agreement on metadata (tags)
for areas of expertise defined for all system components. These areas of expertise
should have a tree structure with ‘general’ as root and certain specific expertise
as children. E.g. ‘medicine’ inherits from ‘general‘ and might have ‘gynecology’
and ‘surgery’ as children, which again may have specialized children. All articles
in the wiki are tagged with these areas (resp. paths in the tree of areas) as well
as user reputation always will be linked to such an area. E.g. an article about
breast cancer will be tagged with the expertise path ‘general → medicine →
gynecology’. Wikipedia already realises this with its Categorys6, but they are
organised as general graph. For reasons of simplicity we assume a tree, but it
can easily be extended to a general graph.

The reputation computation algorithm of a user reputation system needs to be
accurate and self-correcting. This means that it should consider all ratings given
in an appropriate way by considering at the same time various attacks [27]. There
exist numerous proposals for such algorithms [1] with respective advantages and
disadvantages. For our scenario we assume a rating algorithm of the content
rating system and a reputation computation algorithm of the user reputation
system with the following features:

Influence of rater on user reputation: The higher the reputation of a rater
is the more influence it will usually have on the perceived trustworthiness of
the rating for others. For this reason the respecting rater’s reputation should
be used when calculating a user’s reputation.

Influence of time on user reputation: To encourage users to contribute to
the wiki continuously their reputation should be aged.

Availability of user reputation with content: As users want to estimate
directly the quality of content the reputation of users who edited or rated
this article should be stored with the content.

Beneath the functional requirements the scenario has privacy and security re-
quirements that are partly contradicting and need to be balanced according to
the principles of multilateral security [28]. We list the most important ones in the
following. But due to the contradiction our system can only fulfill them partly.

4.2 Security Requirements

The following security requirements most important for our scenario of a user
reputation system in a wiki are derived from [27, 17]. They need to be met by
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Categories

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Categories
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the protocols for providing ratings to the content rating system and obtaining
user reputation from the user reputation system:

Integrity of content and ratings: Users want content and ratings given to
it to be preserved from manipulations.

Accountability of raters: Raters should be accountable for their ratings.
No self-rating: It should be impossible that users rate themselves [25].

4.3 Privacy Requirements

As we could see from the study in Section 3 both users’ real names and reputation
should be protected by technical means. For the real name the corresponding
requirements are similar to [27, 17]:

Anonymity/pseudonymity of raters and authors: Users want to rate and
provide content anonymously or under a pseudonym to not necessarily allow
others to link this rating to their real name.

Anonymity of readers: Users want to read content and evaluate correspond-
ing user reputation anonymously.

Privacy of reputation can mean keeping the reputation confidential what would
contradict the availability of reputation and therefore is no option. The better
alternative is to relax the sensitivity of reputation as identifying or linkable
attribute of users. This can be described by the following requirements:

Anonymity/pseudonymity of users for showing reputation: Users want
to show reputation only pseudonymously or even anonymously.

Unlinkability of users for rating and writing content: Users want to be
unlinkable when rating and writing content, also for showing reputation.

It needs to be communicated to users whether a user reputation system has these
privacy options to relax their privacy awareness about reputation (cp. Section 3).

5 Infrastructure and Design

Our scenario needs three major system components to be in place: The first
component is the wiki itself where we decided to use MediaWiki. Second, for the
content rating system, there are already some extensions to MediaWiki available
where we chose the ReaderFeedback7 extension.

As third component for the privacy and security requirements we use the
privacy-enhancing identity management system PRIME [29] as it was used in [10]
to assist users in controlling their personal data. This data can be certified by
third parties in the form of credentials. Credentials can be convertible [30] and
might be used with various unlinkable pseudonyms. The implementation used by

7 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:ReaderFeedback

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:ReaderFeedback
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Fig. 1. Registration process enabling unlinkability of a user and her pseudonyms

PRIME for the credential realization is IdentityMixer8. This allows for balancing
privacy requirements with accountability of users as discussed in [10].

To reach (pseudonymous) accountability of all data and credentials a public-
key-infrastructure is needed. For our scenario we assume all actions and ratings
to be secured by (pseudonymous) digital signatures. Additionally we assume
all communication to be secured by encryption and anonymised by using an
anonymity service to reach confidentiality and anonymity of all ratings and ac-
tions performed against outsiders.

The user reputation system needs to be integrated in all three system compo-
nents as we will describe in the following for all actions users can perform. An
illustration, how the communication flow of the components is done is shown for
the example of editing a wiki article in Fig. 3.

5.1 Registration

A user registers a basic pseudonym with an identity provider by declaration
of some identity data (step 1 in Fig. 1). After verifying the data the identity
provider issues a basic credential to her (step 2 in Fig. 1). This credential has
the meaning, that the identity provider checked the identity data, is willing to
disclose it in the case of the user’s misbehavior, and that the credential is issued
per user only once in her life.

When the user gains some expertise in an area that can be certified by an
independent certifier (e.g., a university) she may ask the certifier (step 3 in Fig. 1)
under her expertise pseudonym for a respective expertise credential (step 4).

When the user wants to register in a wiki under a wiki pseudonym she sends
the wiki her basic credential (and possibly her expertise credential(s) (step 5 in
Fig. 1). The wiki provider creates a list of wiki credentials and sends it back to

8 http://prime.inf.tu-dresden.de/idemix/

http://prime.inf.tu-dresden.de/idemix/
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the user (step 6). A wiki credential contains an attribute-triple, where the first
element is a string for the area of expertise, the second is a time stamp, and the
third is a positive integer for the reputation value derived from the expertise,
certified in the expertise credential. There might be a list of these triples even
if only showing one expertise credential as a user inherits a reputation for all
areas lying in the path from ‘general’ to her specific area of expertise in the tree
structure of metadata for the wiki. How the derivation works can be setup up
by the wiki administrator depending on her wishes.

The user can show (parts of) a wiki credential with different pseudonyms
within the wiki whenever she wants to reach unlinkability of rating or writing
content. For considering the type of a rating or reputation, a page must indicate
the areas of expertise relevant for it.

5.2 Editing a Wiki-Article

After editing a page (step 1 in Fig. 3), a user is asked which reputation will be
shown to others reading the content (step 3). Here it comes clear why we only
allow positive ratings because the user would suppress negative one here. There
are actually two choices she can make:

First she decides which areas of expertise to choose the reputation from. As the
area of the content is fixed, a user may choose the credential, which is specific
to the content or an inherited one. A more specific credential will have more
impact on the content, a more general one has the benefit of higher anonymity.
E.g., if the content is about gynecology, a surgeon might use her credential about
medicine or a general knowledge credential.

Second as the reputation is a positive value she can decide on which value
smaller or equal to her reputation value in the area she wants to show. For
this reason we make use of credentials that allow greater-than-proofs [31]. E.g.,
when having a reputation value of 63, an author may prove that she has a value
greater than 20 or greater than 50 or that she actually has 63. The higher a
reputation value is, the more impact it will have on the reputation value of the
content but as the number of authors having at least this reputation decreases
with increasing reputation value, the anonymity of the author decreases as well.

As every user has to decide on this trade-off on her own, a so called “Send
Personal Data Dialog” asks the user for her reputation value and tries to display
the trade-off in a graphical way. This dialog is shown in Fig. 2(a). The calculation
logics used to show the degree of anonymity is based on the number of credentials
with a similar reputation value the wiki server saw recently to calculate the user’s
anonymity. This is the user’s current anonymity set for showing this reputation
value. Note that the server does not get the actual reputation value from the
user in this dialogue, but only provides the user with the data she got from
other users when showing reputation to calculate the user’s anonymity. Based
on this data the user can calculate her possible anonymity as an estimation and
displays it to the user. This problem of only estimating anonymity is inherent
existent in privacy-enhanced identity management [32] as there exists no global
authority that has all user data and can calculate a user’s anonymity exactly.
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(a) Attaching reputation to the content. (b) Collecting new ratings

Fig. 2. Two dialogs which show, how personal data is sent

After the user made her choice which reputation to show the wiki server receives
the reputation value and can offer it to other users for calculation of anonymity.

In addition to the choices which areas of expertise and which ratings to show,
the user can decide on whether she wants to indicate the wiki pseudonym she
registered with the wiki to collect reputation. This gives her the possibility to
benefit w.r.t. the increase of her reputation value, whenever other raters give a
high rating to the page. However, giving the wiki pseudonym makes her linkable.
The decision about sending the wiki pseudonym is done with a checkbox shown
in Fig. 2(a) (‘Send my identifier’) on the bottom. This process is driven by the
user’s own decision whether she wants to collect these ratings or not, both at the
time of editing an article by giving a linkable pseudonym and after the article is
rated if she includes this rating in her wiki credential.

5.3 Collecting Reputation

If an author provided her identifier, she may collect reputation, given to articles
she wrote. She therefore has to show the wiki pseudonym again. The dialog asking
for this pseudonym is shown in Fig. 2(b). After showing the old wiki credential,
the server issues a new reputation triple. There are a number of possibilities
for calculation of reputation [1]. Our reputation system is able to handle ones
based on positive ratings with the possibility to weight ratings depending on the
rater(’s) reputation and to decrease reputation depending on its age indicated
in the time stamp of a wiki credential. Both aspects can be configured within
our implementation by the wiki administrator.
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Fig. 3. Communication between the components when editing a wiki article

5.4 Rating Articles in Wiki with Content Rating System

MediaWiki’s ReaderFeedback extension allows readers to rate a page in four
categories (reliability, completeness, neutrality, presentation) with 1–5 stars. A
rating form is shown to the user on the bottom of each page. The aggregated
reputation displayed is a daily and selected interval average rating. We modified
this extension to collect the user’s reputation together with the ratings of a page.

A dialog similar to the one shown in Fig. 2(a) asking for the reputation to show
is displayed when a user wants to submit her rating. As for writing content the
user has to make a trade-off between showing expertise or remaining anonymous.

5.5 Reading Content in Wiki with User and Content Rating System

Readers have the possibility to view the average rating in the four categories
the articles was rated on as in the ReaderFeedback extension. Additionally the
detailed list of authors the content had (with their revealed user reputation at
this point) and the ratings (with their raters and reputation) can be shown
(Fig. 4). The raters’ reputation is shown on top of the table below the name
or pseudonym of the rater. The different icons represent the reputation type
shown (e.g., the syringes represent a certain reputation in medical area). The
stars below the raters are the ratings, which were given to a single revision of
the page. If an author indicated some reputation together with a page edit, this
reputation is shown beneath the authors name or pseudonym.

6 Evaluation

In the following we analyse to which extent the requirements from Section 4
could be met with the prototype.

6.1 Functional Requirements

Positive integers as ratings and reputation: This is given by design of the
ReaderFeedback-Extension and our user reputation system based on this.

Possibility of non-zero initial reputation: The expertise credentials allow
for indicating prior certified knowledge.
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Fig. 4. Example of ratings given to a specific article

Area-specific reputation: The construction of the reputation credential in
the form of (area of expertise, time stamp, rating)-triples allows for separat-
ing different areas of expertise.

Influence of rater on user reputation: This can be considered by the rep-
utation computation algorithm if the rater agrees to reveal his reputation.

Influence of time on user reputation: This can be considered by the repu-
tation computation algorithm as the wiki credentials contain a timestamp.

Availability of user reputation with content: The users’ reputation at the
time of editing or rating a wiki article is shown with it. Further updates are
not considered.

6.2 Security Requirements

Integrity of content and ratings: As all ratings and content are signed in-
tegrity is given.

Accountability of raters: Accountability with the help of the identity provider
is given as well as she can reveal the user’s identity in the case of misuse.
Within the registration process, the user shows her basic credential. Based
on this credential, she gets only one wiki credential, which can be converted
once by the user to avoid linkability to this registration. This has the advan-
tage that the wiki server can verify if a revision is already rated by an author
and update old ratings if necessary. Also self-ratings are prevented and users
can collect their ratings to be included in their reputation.

No self-rating: Self-rating is contradicting to the privacy requirements. It there-
fore is prevented only partially. If users cannot be linked between their areas
of expertise, a user can rate her specialized expertise credential with a more
general one. However, as the granularity of the ontology has not necessarily to
be too fine-grained, a user may not get many ratings (e.g., if the tree from gen-
eral to specialized is surgery – medicine – general, a user may rate the surgery
credential twice) As every user gets only one non-convertible credential from
the identity provider, acting with two different wiki credentials which rate one
user is prevented.
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6.3 Privacy Requirements

Anonymity/pseudonymity of raters and authors: Pseudonymity of users
is initially given by the infrastructure combined with the identity manage-
ment.

Anonymity of readers: Anonymity of readers is also assured if reading the
wiki is possible without registration.

Anonymity/Pseudonymity of users for showing reputation: Users show
reputation under a pseudonym if they write under a pseudonym. And they
can determine how much of their reputation to show to remain anonymous.

Unlinkability of users for rating and writing content. For rating and
writing content the users resp. the wiki provider can determine the unlinkability
of users depending on the credentials used and on the reputation shown as we
will outline in the following.

– Unlinkability for different articles: The wiki provider issues one creden-
tial per user and article. The user can convert the credentials once to assure
unlinkability. The wiki provider learns from issuing the credentials the pages
a user is interested in (except a user fetches credentials for all pages by de-
fault or some dummy-credentials in addition to the real ones). Still this has
the advantage that the wiki server can verify, if a revision is already rated by
an author and update old ratings if necessary. Also self-ratings are prevented
and users can collect their ratings to be included in their reputation. Ratings
received under different pseudonyms can be aggregated.

– Unlinkability for versions of an article: As wiki articles change fre-
quently users might also want to be unlinkable for different versions. To
achieve this the wiki provider issues additionally a number of one-show cre-
dentials (containing the user’s reputation) in a specific time period. With
these credentials the user may rate a number revisions of an article in the
specific period, proving her reputation anonymously. This makes the user
unlinkable but she is not able to collect her ratings afterwards and whatever
she does under these one-time pseudonyms does not influence her reputation.

– Unlinkability with respect to reputation: Even if users are unlinkable
for different (versions of) articles or ratings with respect to showing creden-
tials they still might be linkable by their reputation if always showing the
same one or one following deterministic rules. According to [13] the set of
pseudonyms P at time t in a system is split into several subsets regarding
the relation “has the same reputation”. The set Pt,r = {pt,i|rep(t, pt,i) = r.}
with the pseudonyms having the reputation r ∈ R is the anonymity set a user
has for re-using a pseudonym if we assume an attacker who knows the repu-
tation of all users at a time (like the wiki provider does). This anonymity set
can be increased in our system if a user shows a smaller than her actual rep-
utation value. Then her anonymity set will be Pt,≥r = {pt,i|rep(t, pt,i) ≥ r.}
with |Pt,≥r| ≥ |Pt,r| as all reputations only increase.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have investigated the privacy needs of users with respect to
their reputation in a wiki in comparison to other personal data. As results of our
empirical study shew that users’ reputation value should be treated as personal
data item we built a framework that allows users to balance their need for
privacy and others’ wish for trustworthiness of content by the usage of metadata
to indicate users’ areas of expertise. Still the design of the framework uses the
assumption the platform MediaWiki makes for the reputation computation of
content. Future studies need to show which set of possible reputation values
users like most and how areas of expertise can be related.
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